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In the summer of 1976 two things fascinated me:
the bicentennial of American Independence (fittingly
enough for a future early American historian) and the
Summer Olympics. Like other nine-year-old boys I
cheered the hero of those Olympic Games, the gold
medalist in the decathlon and thus the Greatest Athlete
in the World, Bruce Jenner.
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At about the same time I received lessons from an
older boy in the neighborhood about how not to appear “gay.” That such
skills were necessary went without saying; for a skinny and bookish boy
like me the lessons were so important that I remember them to this day.
I learned to carry my books with my arm by my side rather than clutched
against my chest, and many other arcane markers of masculinity.
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Nearly forty years later America is a very different place. Many challenges
remain for gay and transgendered people, but the Supreme Court has
made same-sex marriage legal in all fifty states, the prom king in my
daughter’s senior class is an openly gay boy, and the Greatest Athlete in
the World has become Caitlyn Jenner.
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These changes hint at the reasons why we chose “Gender Bender” as
the theme for this year’s Buffalo Humanities Festival. Sex and gender
– flexible, fluid, and changing – are perfect topics to explore through the
humanities. Using history, literature, and the arts, “Gender Bender” will
span the globe and zoom through time to show how nothing is natural
or obvious when it comes to gender. Indeed, humanities scholars were
making that point long before Justice Anthony Kennedy authored the
majority opinion in Obergefell v. Hodges.
Because of the success of last year’s inaugural Festival, we’ve expanded
our lineup from two to four days. This year we’ll start with a free talk
at the Buffalo History Museum on Wed. Sept. 23rd, continue with the
Festival Book Group on the 24th, and then have our featured speaker,
Jill Lepore, on Friday the 25th. Saturday the 26th is the Festival proper,
with talks, music, food, films, and dramatic performances. Check out this
program for all the details. And prepare yourself for some mind-bending
experiences.
Erik R. Seeman, Director
University at Buffalo Humanities Institute
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FREE

Patrick McDevitt

Book Group

Wednesday, September 23, 7:00pm

Thursday, September 24, 7:30-9:30pm

Patrick McDevitt

Humanities Festival Book Group
Sweetness 7 Parkside, 301 Parkside Ave.

“Do Clothes Make the Man?”
Buffalo History Museum

Reception at 7pm, Talk at 7:30pm
FREE and open to the public
Kick off the Buffalo Humanities
Festival with a free reception,
lecture, and exhibit on the gendered
nature of men’s fashion.
The man’s suit has been a staple
of Western fashion for centuries
and continues to convey notions of wealth, masculine prestige, and
power to this day. Regional dress for men from around the world has
largely been colonized by the dark, sober, Western suit. And, despite
their uniformity, suits can have very specific meanings. Without
his Savile Row suit, James Bond would be just another government
assassin. Even famously fashionaverse Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg puts on a suit to
meet the President. How should
we understand the role that the
suit plays in shaping gender
norms and denoting power in the
contemporary world?
Patrick McDevitt is Associate Professor of History at the University at
Buffalo. As a specialist in Irish, British, and imperial history, McDevitt
explores the cultural meanings of sport, masculinity, religion, and
fashion. His life’s ambition is to be on a first-name basis with an Italian
cordwainer who makes his shoes.

Come one, come all to an open
discussion of Jill Lepore’s The Secret
History of Wonder Woman led by UB
History Professor Susan Cahn. A New
York Times bestseller and one of the
most talked-about books of the year, The
Secret History of Wonder Woman tells the
fascinating tale of the birth of the most
famous female superhero—and along
the way relates a history of twentiethcentury feminism, uncovers experimental
free-love communities, and much more. Author Alison Bechdel writes,
“The Secret History of Wonder Woman is as racy, as improbable, as
awesomely righteous, and as filled with curious devices as an episode
of the comic book itself. In the nexus of feminism and popular culture,
Jill Lepore has found a revelatory chapter of American history.”
We’ll meet in the relaxed and cozy atmosphere of Sweetness 7 on
Parkside Ave. to share light fare and a drink. Join us for good food and
conversation!
Purchase your copy of The Secret History of Wonder Woman (Knopf,
2014) at either location of Talking Leaves Books, or at your favorite
bookstore.
$8 per person to attend.
Appetizers and one glass of wine, beer, or a soft drink included.

Free parking at the History Museum is available on a first-come, first-served basis.
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Jill Lepore

Festival Speakers

Cyrano Becomes CyranA

Friday, September 25, 8:00pm

Jill Lepore

Doug Zschiegner and Niagara University Actors
11:00am-12:00pm, Burchfield Penney Auditorium

Albright-Knox Art Gallery
VIP Wine & Cheese Reception with the Author at 7:00pm
Join us for an evening with
America’s most engaging historical
writer, Jill Lepore.
Lepore is a professor at Harvard
University and has won some of the
most prestigious accolades in the
profession: a Bancroft Prize for the
best book in American History, a
Guggenheim Fellowship, and many
more. At the same time, her books
and New Yorker articles crackle
with wit and humor, which has won
her a remarkably wide readership.
At the Albright-Knox, Lepore will talk about her bestselling book, The
Secret History of Wonder Woman. The Wall Street Journal calls it
“lively, surprising, and occasionally salacious,” while NPR says that
the book “relates a tale so improbable, so juicy, it’ll have you saying,
‘Merciful Minerva!’”
Talking Leaves Books will be on hand to sell copies of The Secret
History and more, including Book of Ages: The Life and Opinions of
Jane Franklin and The Whites of Their Eyes: The Tea Party’s Revolution
and the Battle for American History. A book signing will follow the talk.
Free parking at the Albright-Knox is available on a first-come, firstserved basis.
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Saturday, September 26, 11:00am-4:00pm

www.buffalohumanities.org

What changes when a seventeenth-century man is
portrayed by a twenty-first-century woman? Niagara
University Theatre recently premiered CyranA, an
original, gender-switched adaptation of Edmond
Rostand’s Cyrano De Bergerac. By reversing the
sexes – but not altering the behavior – they have
created a world where women are the dominant
sex, while men peacock for their attention. This
presentation features actors recreating scenes and sharing experiences, with
adaptor/director Doug Zschiegner moderating.
Doug Zschiegner is Associate Director and Associate Professor of Acting and
Directing for Niagara University’s BFA Theatre program. Doug’s MFA is from
the University of Delaware’s Professional Theatre Training Program, and he
has directed, acted, and taught at Equity theatres and universities around the
country. That last name is pronounced CHEEG-ner.

Reimagining Girl Stories through Poetry
Janet McNally

11:00am-12:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 111

How do we teach our daughters to navigate the “girl
stories” of our collective Western imagination? Why
are so many fairy tale heroines in trouble, asleep,
or otherwise unconscious? How do the dangers in
those stories—wolves, stepmothers, men—translate
to the present day? These were the questions Janet
McNally had in mind when she found out she was
expecting a baby girl, and they led her to explore and reimagine these stories.
In this presentation McNally reads from her prizewinning collection Some Girls
and hosts a discussion about how we interact with the “girl stories” our culture
keeps telling.
Janet McNally’s collection Some Girls won the 2014 White Pine Press Poetry
Prize, and her young adult novel Girls in the Moon is forthcoming from
HarperCollins. She has an MFA from Notre Dame and is a New York Foundation
for the Arts fellow in fiction. She teaches creative writing at Canisius College.

www.buffalohumanities.org
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Festival Speakers (cont.)

Festival Speakers (cont.)

Allen Ginsberg Isn’t Gay

Gendered Borders

11:00am-12:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 113

11:00am-12:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 315

Jonathan Katz

Definitely not gay, yet deeply homoerotic, Allen
Ginsberg’s work often appeared self-contradictory
until the advent of a queer politics underscored
the real benefit of the poet’s idiosyncratic, anti-gay
homoeroticism. In this session, Jonathan Katz places
Ginsberg in a long tradition of anti-gay queers, exploring the territory where
gender and sexuality meet.
Jonathan D. Katz, Director of the Doctoral Program in Visual Studies at UB, is a
scholar, curator, and political activist. A pioneering figure, he was both the first
tenured professor in queer studies in the United States and curator of the first
national queer exhibition, at the Smithsonian’s National Portrait Gallery.

Princesses vs. Superheroes
Jennifer Hunt and Jennifer Ryan

11:00am-12:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 118

Princesses are ubiquitous in books, movies, toys,
and apparel. Even recent princess narratives
emphasize femininity, traditional gender roles, and
heterosexual romance. However, these conventional
roles can be countered through the radical actions
and empowerment that superheroes exemplify. In
this presentation, two feminist scholars discuss
gender messages in princesses and superheroes.
Jennifer Hunt discusses her research showing how
princess and superhero identification relate to gender
ideology, relationship desires, and career choices,
and Jennifer Ryan provides a qualitative analysis
based on feminist theory.
Jennifer Hunt is Associate Professor of Psychology at
SUNY Buffalo State. She teaches courses on the psychology of gender, diversity,
and legal psychology. Her research examines how race, ethnicity, and culture
influence jury decision-making and how princess and superhero identification
affects women.
Jennifer Ryan is Associate Professor of English at SUNY Buffalo State, where she
teaches courses in American poetry, women’s literature, and African-American
literature. She has published on black women superheroes, Bessie Smith, and
Wanda Coleman.
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Jeanette McVicker and Carmen S. Rivera
This session explores current immigration debates
that focus on the US-Mexico border through a
gendered lens. Media representations reinforce
a masculine idea of the nation as monolithic,
monocultural, and monolingual, with severe
implications for the very concept of citizenship. Using
the work of several Latina artists which destabilizes
that traditional concept of the border, Jeanette
McVicker and Carmen S. Rivera present alternative
conceptions of what it means to live within and
between borders. They conclude by suggesting that
these issues are symptomatic of contemporary global
debates.
Jeanette McVicker teaches gender and critical theory, journalism, and world
literature at SUNY Fredonia. Her current project explores the media discourse on
“terror” and its impact on political subjectivity and citizenship.
Carmen S. Rivera teaches Latino Studies and Spanish at SUNY Fredonia. She
has published on Latino literature and is now working on a project about gender,
architecture, and space in the work of the Puerto Rican writer Rosario Ferre.

A Shakespearean Gender-Bender
Shakespeare in Delaware Park

1:00pm-2:00pm, Burchfield Penney Auditorium

William Shakespeare wrote some of the most exciting
and complex female characters in the dramatic
canon. And yet, he wrote them for male actors at a time when women weren’t
allowed on stage. Does a male perspective on a female voice change the
message? Does a modern audience experience cross-gender casting differently?
Shakespeare in Delaware Park explores these questions in a double take of Olivia
and Viola scenes from Twelfth Night, once with an all-male cast and once with
all women, to show how gender influences text, and ultimately, the performance
experience.
Shakespeare in Delaware Park is a not-for-profit, professional theatre company
dedicated to providing free, high-quality public theatre to the widest possible
audience. One of Buffalo’s most beloved cultural institutions, SDP just
completed its 40th Summer Season, which featured Romeo and Juliet and
Twelfth Night.
www.buffalohumanities.org
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Festival Speakers (cont.)

Festival Speakers (cont.)

Rebellious Women in Country Music

Female Veterans: Can-Do Attitude

1:00pm-2:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 111

1:00pm-2:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 118

Stephanie Vander Wel

The recent themes of rebellious outlaw and redneck
women in the country songs of Gretchen Wilson,
Miranda Lambert, and Carrie Underwood are not
new to country music. Though the genre appears
rooted in rural, small-town America and traditional gender roles, female country
artists have historically challenged these conservative and narrow perceptions.
Stephanie Vander Wel explores how female musicians have come to play the
part of the unruly rustic woman who calls into question conventional concepts
of womanhood. Beginning with 1930s female artists and continuing with more
recent performers, this presentation illuminates the complexities surrounding
gender in country music.
Associate Professor of Musicology at the University at Buffalo, Stephanie
Vander Wel teaches and researches gender, class, region, and race in American
vernacular music. Her book, The Singing Voices of Hillbilly Maidens and Cowboys’
Sweethearts: Country Music and the Gendering of Class, 1930s-1950s, will be
out soon from University of Illinois Press.

The Black Male Body in Comics
John Jennings and Stacey Robinson
1:00pm-2:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 113

“Black Kirby” is the pen name of comic book artists
John Jennings and Stacey Robinson. As Black
Kirby, Jennings and Robinson use comics, hip hop,
and graphic art to reinterpret the black male body.
In this session, Jennings and Robinson examine
representations of black men in popular culture.
What happens when viewers mis-read stories? Can
a viewer’s perception of a story lead to violence?
Using images and a video of their art-making process,
Jennings and Robinson discuss how to read the black
male body with greater nuance.
John Jennings is Associate Professor in the Art
Department at UB. His art and research re-mediate
black identity in popular culture.
Stacey Robinson is an artist, scholar, and designer who works on graphic
illustration and fine arts. His art uses black speculative cultural production
to imagine a dynamic future. Together, they have published Black Kirby, a
collection of artwork inspired by comic book pioneer Jack Kirby.
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Nataisia Johnson and Nina Vosburgh

Despite the reality that 200,000 women are in
the active-duty U.S. military today, men dominate
discussions and representations of the military
experience. Recent undergraduates at Niagara
University and veterans of the Army and Navy
respectively, Nataisia Johnson and Nina Vosburgh
offer a conversation regarding their experiences in
uniform. What’s it like to serve in a male-dominated
military? Are attitudes changing among a younger
generation of soldiers? Michael Durfee, Assistant
Professor of History at Niagara University, moderates
the discussion.
Nataisia Johnson joined the Army in 2009 as infantry stationed in Fort Carson,
Colorado. An Afghanistan veteran, Johnson was deployed to Kunar Province in
2012 where she served before leaving active duty in 2013.
Nina Carol Vosburgh served as a Steelworker in the United States Navy from
2000 to 2008, providing support for various missions around the world.

West Side Sisters

Jonathan David Lawrence
1:00pm-2:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 315

The Sisters of St. Mary of Namur have lived and
served in the West Side of Buffalo since 1887.
Many of the current sisters joined as teenagers and
have lived their whole lives as part of this religious
community. As nuns, their lives have been defined by
their gender and yet they have had chances to stretch beyond their generation’s
gender roles. Jonathan David Lawrence’s presentation includes video clips from
interviews with the sisters and commentary on changes in their ministry, their
neighborhood, and our wider society. Sister Patricia Brady, SSMN, joins us for
discussion after the film.
Jonathan David Lawrence has been a faculty member in the Religious Studies
and Theology Department at Canisius College since 2005. He is interim pastor
of a United Church of Christ Congregation and recently served as president
of Buffalo’s Network of Religious Communities. He conducts ethnographic
research on Buffalo’s diverse religious communities and is developing a web
archive on the topic: <www.religionwny.net>.
www.buffalohumanities.org
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Festival Speakers (cont.)

Festival Speakers (cont.)

Presenting Jimmy Janowski!

#BlackGirlsMatter

3:00pm-4:00pm, Burchfield Penney Auditorium

3:00pm-4:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 113

Jimmy Janowski and Anthony Chase
Jimmy Janowski, Buffalo’s foremost interpreter
of gender bender roles, discusses his life in drag.
Working with Buffalo United Artists, Janowski has
recreated female heroines from such film classics
as Rebecca, Imitation of Life, Alfred Hitchcock’s
The Birds, and The Poseidon Adventure. In this session, Janowski talks about
his career of tapping into the Golden Age of gay screen icons. The discussion
is moderated by theater critic Anthony Chase, Assistant Dean of Arts and
Humanities at SUNY Buffalo State.
The Buffalo News calls Jimmy Janowski “One of the funniest men performing
on Buffalo stages!” He has been delighting local audiences with his “gender
bending” characters for over twenty years. The recipient of several Artvoice
“Artie” awards, Janowski was named “Favorite Actor” by Buffalo Spree in 2013.

The Real Eunuchs of Constantinople

LaKisha Simmons

The #BlackLivesMatter civil rights movement is
bringing international attention to issues of police
brutality in African Americans’ lives. Many people
have focused on the dangers black men and boys
face, but lost in this discussion are black girls’
encounters with police violence. LaKisha Simmons
begins this presentation with a short history of police violence against African
American girls. She then focuses on the injustices black girls face and black girls’
activism today. African American youths have been speaking out, proclaiming
that #BlackGirlsMatter, insisting that we understand how gender affects
experiences of racial violence in America.
LaKisha Michelle Simmons is Assistant Professor of Global Gender Studies at the
University at Buffalo. She teaches courses on feminism and women’s history.
She is the author of Crescent City Girls: The Lives of Young Black Women in
Segregated New Orleans. Simmons is a member of Black Girls Run!—WNY and
the mother of two children.

John Arnold

3:00pm-4:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 111

Today’s discussions of people outside the standard
gender binary have a long history, as John Arnold
demonstrates. Eunuchs formed a visible and
powerful group in ancient Constantinople. Castrated
men such as Eutropius and Narses held high
political and military positions even though deprived of the prime markers of
male authority, the ability to penetrate and impregnate. As such, eunuchs stood
opposed to the uncut male bodies that normally wielded power. Eunuchs were
dangerously exposed to political opponents who construed their absent genitalia
as signs of femininity and who used misogynistic language to marginalize
eunuchs as “queer.”
John Charles Arnold is Associate Professor of History at SUNY Fredonia, where
he teaches courses on the ancient and medieval worlds. His research concerns
angel veneration in early Christianity and the sanctuary of Mont Saint-Michel in
Normandy.
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The Sex of Sports
Susan Cahn

3:00pm-4:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 118

Once considered “masculine” intruders in a male
realm, women athletes were long characterized
as “mannish amazons.” For more than a century,
women have fought for the right to compete and
excel in sports. Now, in high school and college,
women’s participation rates are approaching those
of men. But old stereotypes linger and many doubt
that women can ever be “equal” to men in sports. Susan Cahn’s presentation
examines the history of women’s sports in the United States to explore the many
ways gender, sexuality, and sports intersect. This history offers surprising insights
about today’s sports world.
Susan Cahn is Professor of History at the University at Buffalo. She teaches U.S.
history, women’s history, and the history of sexuality. She recently published
Coming on Strong: Gender and Sexuality in Women’s Sport (2nd edition).

www.buffalohumanities.org
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Humanities Festival Schedule - Saturday, September 26
Registration:

Burchfield Penney lobby 10am-4pm
Burchfield Aud

11:00-12:00

CyranO Becomes
CyranA
Doug Zschiegner
(see p. 7)

Ketchum 111

Ketchum 113

Reimagining Girl
Allen Ginsberg Isn’t
Stories through Poetry
Gay
Janet McNally
Jonathan Katz
(see p. 7)

(see p. 8)

Ketchum 118

Ketchum 315

Ketchum 100

Princesses vs.
Superheroes
Jennifer Hunt and
Jennifer Ryan

Gendered Borders
Jeannette McVicker
and Carmen Rivera

(see pp. 17-18)

Short Films

(see p. 9)

(see p. 8)

L U N C H , D R A G B R E A K , A N D M U S I C ( G E N D E R B E N D E R P L AY L I S T )

12:00-1:00

1:00-2:00

(DINING TENT - ROCKWELL QUAD)

A Shakespearean
Gender-Bender
Shakespeare in
Delaware Park
(see p. 9)

(see p. 10)

West Side Sisters
Jonathan David
Lawrence

Short Films

(see pp. 17-18)

(see p. 11)

(see p. 11)

C O F F E E A N D M U S I C ( C A B A R E T W I T H K AT Y M I N E R A N D M I C H A E L H A K E )

2:00-3:00

3:00-4:00

Rebellious Women in The Black Male Body Female Veterans: CanCountry Music
in Comics
Do Attitude
Stephanie Vander Wel John Jennings and Nataisia Johnson and
(see p. 10)
Stacey Robinson
Nina Vosburgh

(DINING TENT, KETCHUM THIRD FLOOR, AND PERFORMANCE SPACE)

Presenting Jimmy
Janowski!
Jimmy Janowski and
Anthony Chase

The Real Eunuchs of
Constantinople
John Arnold

#BlackGirlsMatter
LaKisha Simmons
(see p. 13)

The Sex of Sports
Susan Cahn
(see p. 13)

(see p. 12)

Tough Guys and
Sissies
John Draeger

Short Films

(see pp. 17-18)

(see p. 16)

(see p. 12)

4:00-5:00

14

G E N D E R B E N D E R PA R T Y W I T H C A S H B A R A N D M U S I C BY A L I S O N P I P I TO N E
(PERFORMANCE SPACE)
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Festival Speakers (cont.)

Film Room

Tough Guys and Sissies
John Draeger

3:00pm-4:00pm, Ketchum Hall, Room 315

Men are often fascinated by exposed cleavage and
uncovered knees. Academic discussions typically
focus on the harms associated with such looks. This
presentation considers the men doing the looking.
In particular, John Draeger explores a conception
of masculinity that offers male privilege, but demands that men perpetually
prove that they are tough guys and not “sissies.” In such an environment, wellintentioned men can find themselves inadvertently contributing to a form a moral
pollution (a.k.a. everyday sexism). Draeger considers how the demand to “man
up” influences our evaluation of male behavior and a man’s ethical obligation to
behave better.
John Draeger is Associate Professor of Philosophy and Director of Scholarship of
Teaching and Learning at SUNY Buffalo State. He divides his scholarly energies
between social philosophy (e.g., critiques of racism, sexism, and homophobia)
and scholarship of teaching and learning (e.g., higher-order thinking, general
education, and metacognition).

Gender Bender Short Films

11:00am – 4:00pm, Ketchum Hall Room 100
100-minute cycle begins at 11:00, 12:40, and 2:20
This 100-minute cycle of award-winning short films was curated by Sarah JM
Kolberg, film scholar and PhD student in Visual Studies at UB, with technical
support from UB’s Department of Media Study. The films will screen on a
loop throughout the festival. We invite you to stay for all of them or to stop in
throughout the day to see one or two at a time.

The Herstory of the Female Filmmaker
Dir. Kelly Gallagher (2011) 15 min.

Set to a raucous Riot Grrrl soundtrack, the eccentric,
animated documentary The Herstory of the Female
Filmmaker shares the herstory of some of motion
pictures’ greatest—often overlooked—contributors.
Can you easily name a handful of your favorite women
filmmakers? You’ll be able to by the end of this rock n’roll,
animated, herstorical excavation.

Just Call Me Kade

Dir. Sam Zolten (2001) 26 min.

Information Tables

Burchfield Penney Art Center Lobby
Some of our collaborators in the Festival are staffing tables offering information
and conversation in the Burchfield Penney by the registration area. Stop by and
say hello!

In this award-winning documentary, we meet Kade,
a sixteen-year-old FTM (female to male) transgender
youth. As Kade entered puberty, he became depressed
and frustrated with his changing female body and even
considered suicide. The film follows through two years of
his transition process, highlighting important milestones
including his name change, his first shots of testosterone,
and his first girlfriend.

The Bond

Dir. Michael T. Connell (2007) 6 min.
“How could you raise a transsexual child and not know
it?” In this honest and compassionate documentary, the
father of a transgender child shares his family’s story;
what it was like when his child came out, how their
relationship has changed and how their bond continues
to strengthen. The Bond offers hopeful answers to the
hard questions parents face when a child—of any age—
comes out.

16
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Film Room (cont.)
Tomboy

Dir. Donna Carter (1997) 5 min.
From climbing trees to shooting hoops, Donna
Carter’s childhood and adolescence were all about
smashing stereotypes and glass ceilings. In this
experimental short, she explores how following her
own dreams and instincts allowed her to become a
college basketball star, sports writer, and the publisher of the first ever womenin-sports magazine. Tomboy is an imaginative autobiographical account of an
African American tomboy’s journey to success and self-acceptance.

Two-Spirit People

Dirs. Michel Beauchemin, Lori Levy, and Gretchen
Vogel (1991) 20 min.
Two-Spirit People explores the berdache or “twospirit” tradition in many Native American cultures,
in which individuals who embody feminine and
masculine qualities are understood as a third
gender, beyond man and woman. Because they often act as a conduit between
the physical and spiritual world, they are commonly placed in positions of power
within the community. This ground-breaking documentary offers a unique
overview of historical and contemporary Native American concepts of gender,
sexuality, and sexual orientation.

Changing House

Dir. Zavé Martohardjono (2009) 18 min.
Meet Rusty and Chelsea, a lesbian transgender
couple who have devoted fifteen years to making
their Brooklyn home a communal living space for
transgender women in need. Changing House
follows them as they let go of their dream of creating
a commune after struggling with the complicated
reality of large-scale communal living.

Miss Monroe

Dir. Tony Franklin (2014) 5 min.
Wearing full makeup and costume, Tony Anderson
becomes Miss Monroe every Wednesday night. In this
short film, Anderson shares an intimate look into life
as a queen—and how he came to be one.
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FREE

Performance Space
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The Performance Space features music under a tent on Rockwell Quad,
between Rockwell Hall and Ketchum Hall (see map, p. 25).
Gender Bender Playlist
12:00-1:00pm
Enjoy a lively mix of old and new music that offers an array of perspectives on
gender and sexuality. This music will accompany the Gender Bender Drag Break
interlude (see “…and More” on p. 20 for more info.)

Gender-Bending Cabaret with Katy Miner and
Michael Hake
2:00-3:00pm
Join Buffalo cabaret favorite Katy Miner, accompanied
by Michael Hake, one of Western New York’s most
talented and revered musicians, for an hour of song
and storytelling dedicated to crossing gender lines
from Broadway and beyond. Simultaneously intense
and sublime, Miner and Hake are sure to inspire,
charm, and electrify your afternoon.
katy miner | vocalist
www.katyminer.com

Katy Miner and Michael Hake are WNY natives and veteran performers. They
have gained wide respect in both the music and theatre communities over the
years. In June, Hake, who has accompanied Bernadette Peters, received the
Career Achievement Award at Buffalo’s Artie Awards. Miner is an actress and
a singer adept in many styles – jazz, pop, Broadway, and classical – who has
performed with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra.

“You Can’t Keep a Good Woman Down”; Rock
Out with Alison Pipitone at the Gender Bender
Party!
4:00-5:00pm
We wrap up the Buffalo Humanities Festival with
Buffalo’s own “high priestess” of alternative rock ‘n’
roll, Alison Pipitone! A nine-time Buffalo Music Award
Winner for Top Original Female Vocalist, Pipitone
provokes and entertains with her songs’ infectious rhythms, driving beats, and
poetic lyrics that often take gender issues as their topics. With music that is
personal and sometimes political, Pipitone has performed festivals and concerts
across North America, from Toronto’s North by Northeast Festival to the Lilith Fair.
Get out onto the outdoor dance floor with us to enjoy her music and celebrate the
arts and humanities in Buffalo! Cash bar available.
www.buffalohumanities.org
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FREE

...and more

More Saturday Festival events—either free for everyone or included in the Daypass
10:00am-5:00pm
Burchfield Penney Art Center Presents “Body
Norms: Selections from the Spong Collection”
These sculptures explore a wide range of
imaginative—even Surreal—representations of the
body and interweave desire with disgust to push
the boundaries of reality. Festival Daypass holders
can visit this or any of the Burchfield Penney’s
current exhibitions for free on Saturday. Those
without Daypasses can obtain free admission by printing out tickets in
advance from www.smithsonianmag.com/museumday/.

10:00am-5:00pm

Your Buffalo Humanities
Festival Daypass will allow you
free admission to the AlbrightKnox Art Gallery, which is full
of treasures of modern and
contemporary art, many of which
comment on gender norms. The
Photograph by Tom Loonan.
Albright-Knox is located at 1285 Elmwood
Avenue, directly across from the Burchfield Penney Art Center.

Lunch and Reception

The Kids Tent is located on Rockwell Quad (see
map, p. 25). Kids are invited to play dress up and
make video art that explores how ideas of what
it is to be a “boy” or a “girl” are put together, and
how these ideas can change over time. Free to all.

Lunch

In the world of drag performing, a
“drag break” is an interlude during
a contest when a drag performer
entertains the crowd. During lunch
on Rockwell Quad between noon
and 1pm, the Festival will feature its
very own Gender Bender Drag Break!
Buffalo favorites such as Jayme Coxx
will sashay through the Dining Tent in
full regalia. Please introduce yourself
and ask the performers questions
about their professions and personae.
These girls aren’t shy.

FREE

Albright-Knox Art Gallery

11:00am-5:00pm
Kids Tent! Squeaky Wheel Film & Media Art
Center Presents: “Gender Shop”

12:30pm –Drag Break
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...and more

12:00-1:00pm
For attendees who ordered Daypasses by Wednesday, September 23,
boxed lunches from the West Side Bazaar will be distributed in the Dining
Tent on Rockwell Quad (see map, p. 25) starting at noon. Lunch selections are listed on the back of attendees’ name tags. Seating is available
in the Dining Tent, on Rockwell Quad, and in Ketchum Hall. Food is also
available for purchase in the Burchfield Penney cafe.

Gender Bender Party
4:00-5:00pm
Daypass holders are encouraged to
gather in the Performance Tent on Rockwell Quad at 4:00pm for further conversation and a party, with music by Alison
Pipitone (see p. 19) and a cash bar.
Let’s end this Festival on a high note!
www.buffalohumanities.org

www.buffalohumanities.org
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The Buffalo Humanities Festival is grateful to the many individuals,
corporations, and foundations that have provided financial and
in-kind support. Below are the Festival’s individual supporters; see
the back cover of this program for institutional partners.
Festival Patron ($250+)
Barbara and James Bono
Martha McCluskey and Carl Nightingale
David and Mary Otto

The Irish Classical Theatre Company,
celebrating 25 Years of Excellence,
presents a unique artistic collaboration!
NOT TO BE MISSED!

Gail and Raymond Seeman
Deborah and Richard Simpson

The Irish Classical Theatre
Company, LehrerDance
and Torn Space Theater
bring you
The Land of Heart’s Desire
and At the Hawk’s Well,
two fascinating plays by
Nobel Prize winning Irish
poet, William Butler Yeats.

Festival Friend ($100-249)
Jo Freudenheim
			
David Gerber and Carolyn Korsmeyer
Mark Goldman 				

Fred Klaits
Hal Langfur and Kerry Reynolds
Jonathan and Tamara Thornton

Festival Supporter ($1-99)
Shonnie Finnegan
Evan and Lynnette Gottlieb

Joan Linder
Leona R. Rockwood

To give to the Festival, go to: www.giving.buffalo.edu/humanitiesfest

We are proud to support
the Buffalo Humanities Festival.
Merrill Lynch
Key Tower
50 Fountain Plaza
Suite 1100
Buffalo, NY 14202
716.849.2121

April 22-May 8, 2016

This cutting-edge , multidisciplinary interpretation
encompasses theatre,
mime, music, poetry, mask
and dance
to illuminate the work of
the greatest poet of the
20th Century.

Information and tickets at 853-ICTC (4282)
or Online at irishclassicaltheatre.com.
ICTC’s Season Sponsor

Life’s better when we’re connected®

This project is supported in part by an award
from the
National Endowment
for the Arts. www.arts.gov

The activities of the Irish Classical Theatre Company are made possible by the New York State Council
on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew Cuomo and the New York State Legislature.
The Irish Classical Theatre Company gratefully acknowledges the support of
the County of Erie and the City of Buffalo.

Merrill Lynch Wealth Management makes available products and services offered by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated,
a registered broker-dealer and Member SIPC, and other subsidiaries of Bank of America Corporation.
Investment products: Are Not FDIC Insured Are Not Bank Guaranteed May Lose Value
© 2015 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. | ARWRJM6N | AD-07-15-0666 | 470944PM-0315 | 07/2015
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at the Andrews Theatre, 625 Main Street, Buffalo
www.buffalohumanities.org
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Map

Do You Know the Answers to These Ques�ons?
Over 35 Years Serving Clients with Personalized Financial Planning
and Ra�onal Investment Management throughout WNY and the
United States. We can help you answer
these important ques�ons and more:

Let’s Have a Conversa�on
716‐634‐6113

When can I aﬀord to re�re?
How can I minimize taxes in re�rement?
How should I invest before and during
re�rement to meet my goals?
When should I start my Social Security and
pensions?
What should I do with my old 401ks/IRAs?

1412 SweetHome Road, Suite 7
Amherst, NY 14228
invest@sbvnancial.com

manitiesFestival.pub
e1
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Tickets

Tickets (cont.)

For tickets, go to http://buffalohumanities.org/

*VIP Combo/ 2 VIP Combo Passes

Buffalo History Museum Kickoff Event

Includes wine-and-cheese reception with Lepore before event, starting at
7:00pm.

“Do Clothes Make the Man?”

In addition, VIP tickets include a Day Pass to the Festival on Saturday and
a boxed lunch if ordered by Wednesday, Sept. 23rd.

McDevitt explores the history of the man’s suit. Arrive at 7:00pm for a
reception and a pop-up exhibit of men’s fashions; lecture at 7:30pm.

For multiple combo tickets, please use the “2 VIP Combo Pass” function.

Patrick McDevitt, UB History Department

Date / Time: Wednesday, Sept. 23, 7:00pm – 9:00pm
Location: Buffalo History Museum
Price: Free!

Humanities Festival Book Group
Join us for a discussion of Jill Lepore’s Secret History of Wonder Woman
led by Susan Cahn, Professor of History at UB, at Sweetness 7 Cafe on
Parkside. Appetizers and one glass of wine, beer, or a soft drink included
in the price. Everyone invited.
Date / Time: Thursday, Sept 24, 7:30pm - 9:30pm
Location: Sweetness 7, 301 Parkside Avenue
Price: $8.00

Jill Lepore: Lecture, Discussion, and Book Signing
Date / Time: Friday, Sept 25, 8:00pm
Location: Albright-Knox Art Gallery
Price: $20.00/$15.00 for students (*must show ID upon entry)

Date / Time: Friday, September 25, 7:00pm & Saturday, September 26
11:00am-5:00pm
Locations: Albright-Knox Art Gallery & Burchfield Penney Art Center &
SUNY Buffalo State
Price: $60.00 or 2 for $100.00

* All Saturday Day Passes include a boxed
lunch from the West Side Bazaar and a bottle
of water if you register by
11:59pm on Wednesday, September 23rd.
Day Passes provide entrance to all Festival events
on Saturday, Sept. 26, 11:00am - 5:00pm.
Location: Burchfield Penney Art Center and SUNY
Buffalo State (see map on p. 25).

*Adult or Student Saturday Festival Pass

Price: $15.00/ $10.00 for students (*must show ID upon entry)

*Adult or Student Combo (Lepore + Day Pass)

Price: $30.00/ $20.00 for students (*must show ID upon entry)
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Festival Supporters

University at Buffalo Office of the Vice
President for Research and Economic
Development (OVPRED)

If you are interested in becoming a sponsor of the annual Buffalo Humanities
Festival, please contact huminst@buffalo.edu or call (716) 645-2591.

